
GfG to become exclusive distributor of Satellite replacement sensors 
Short delivery times and access to reliable distribution and service network of GfG

PRESS RELEASE

Dortmund/Bonn; January 9, 2023 – GfG announces that they have been made exclusive EMEA area distri-
bution partners for Sensorix’ Satellite sensors, beginning retroactively on November 1, 2022. This partner-
ship will result in numerous advantages for customers.
They will continue to profit from short delivery times of the high-quality and completely compatible sensors 
for their Satellite XT systems while also gaining access to the order management and service network of 
one of the world’s leading suppliers of fixed and portable gas detection systems. Customers will thus get 
consultation, products, logistics and, if so desired, even service all from a single source.
While GfG is expanding their product range by the reliable replacement sensors, they are also simultaneous-
ly increasing their service range.
GfG’s fixed and portable gas detection devices have been used in the semiconductor industry for quite some 
time when it comes to combustible or toxic gases or the monitoring of cooling systems. From now on, cus-
tomers will experience the same professional on-site assistance for their Honeywell Satellite XT devices that 
they are used to from their GfG gas detection systems. 
In case an existing Satellite XT or Midas® system needs to be replaced or customers would like to expand 
their monitoring to further areas, GfG’s D-ReX is a modern device series for monitoring gases in the semi-
conductor industry, that combines a variety of advantages and possibilities. The D-ReX’s sensors are also 
powered by the collective competence of Sensorix.
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About GfG

For more than 60 years, GfG has been committed to protecting life, property and the environment by  
designing and manufacturing the safest and most reliable gas detectors. With an extensive range of  
portable monitors and fixed systems, GfG offers multiple solutions for the detection of toxic and explosive 
gases, as well as oxygen. Learn more about GfG at GfGsafety.com.

About Sensorix

Sensorix: That includes everyone who started manufacturing sensors for MST in 1990 and then, in 1996, 
began working on the sensors for Honeywell’s MST Satellite XT series as well. More than 350 years of  
combined experience have now reorganized to keep supplying customers around the world with perfect 
sensors made in Germany. Find out more about Bonn-based Sensorix on www.sensorix.com.
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